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This paper describes the design and testing of a direct torsional impulsive thrust
balance. The design philosophy allows the balance to measure impulse bits (Ibit) in
the range of 20 – 120 Ns typical of Pulsed Plasma Thrusters (PPTs) for pico and
nano-satellite. The uncertainty in the Ibit measurement is quantified to be about 8.8
%, smaller than the typical values of this kind of balances (between 12 and 15%).
This has been possible due to an in-depth analysis of all the possible sources of
disturbance, which allows the choice of the most suitable measurement and
estimation methods to minimize the errors. The balance has successfully been used
for testing two PPTs with different propellant feeding system, nominal energy, mass
and delivered impulse bits.
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I.

Introduction

n recent years the miniaturization of spacecraft subsystems has been boosted by the development of nano and pico
satellites, i.e. Cubesats that allow for cheap and quick access to space. The orbit lifetime of Cubesats is normally
determined by the natural drag-induced de-orbiting
as they are normally launched into sun-synchronous
or low earth orbits at an altitude between 250 and
650 km. A propulsion system that matches the
miniaturized dimensions and the low cost of such
kind of satellites may be used to achieve orbital
control. Electric propulsion systems are usually
lighter and provide better performance than the
conventional chemical-based system, e.g. cold gas
thruster1. In electric propulsion thruster the
propellant is accelerated either by electrothermal,
electrostatic or electromagnetic means. Among the
miniaturized electric thrusters, solid propellant
Pulse Plasma Thrusters (PPTs) represent a good
Figure 1. Mechanical design of the balance
choice for nano and pico satellites propulsion
systems2. This kind of PPT is characterized by a
high scalability in terms of geometry, power consumption and performances. Moreover they do not require tanks
and valves. The impulse bit (Ibit) produced by these -PPTs is in the range of 20-150 Ns, with an input power
lower than 10 W3. This paper describes an impulsive thrust balance that has been designed to measure the Ibit of PPTs. The balance has been tested using two different PPTs that the University of Southampton, in collaboration
with Mars Space Ltd and Clyde Space Ltd have designed and developed. The first thruster is a breech-fed PPT for
nano-satellite applications, designed to provide about 90 Ns with an input power of 5 W 4. The second thruster is a
side-fed PPT for Cubesat orbital control which, at the time of writing, is undergoing flight qualification5.This has
been designed to provide about 40 Ns with an input power of 2 W 6.
Sub-millinewton impulsive thrust measurements have already been performed in the past both indirectly by
installing the measurement system target in the path of the ejected propellant7 and directly by mounting the thruster
to the measurement system8. Direct measurement techniques are considered more accurate and most suitable for
PPT applications. Their main disadvantage is that propellant feed lines and electrical connections can generate
thermal and mechanical stresses and drifts of the same order of magnitude of the thrust to measure. However solid
propellant PPTs do not have propellant feed lines and the electrical connections will most likely not produce any
thermal stress or drift since the PPTs firing frequency is in the range of 0.1 – 10 Hz and the power input lower than
10W 9.
Both direct and indirect measurements are typically performed by hanging 10 or torsional pendulums11. Their main
advantage lies in the simplicity of construction and low cost.
Hanging balances are characterized by high stability and low gain. To obtain high sensitivity a long pendulum arm is
required and this is impractical for small test facilities7.
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Unlike hanging pendulum configuration, in a torsional pendulum the restoring force is independent of the thruster
mass, as the rotational axis is parallel to the gravity vector. High sensitivity can be obtained by increasing the arm
length (leading to the same issue found for hanging pendulum) or by selecting suitable low stiffness supporting
flexures.
Regarding the measurement of the pendulum displacement different techniques have previously been used and they
include strain gauges12, capacitive13, linear transducer14 and interferometric techniques15. As the system
displacement is inherently small (of the order of 10 m) due to typical Ibit values, non-contact techniques offer the
least potential of interference with the measurement.
In the present configuration, shown in figure 1, a direct measurement system has been selected for its simplicity and
low cost. The system consists of a non-contact laser optical sensor used for measuring the angular displacement  of
a torsional pendulum arm. As -PPTs provide thrust
10
that typically lasts few microseconds, the balance is
designed to work as a free oscillations compound
 exp(-0.0154 t)
pendulum. To dissipate oscillatory motions and thus
5
to reduce the time between two consecutive
measurements, it would be possible to use a
magnetic damping system. Even if passive eddy0
current systems have previously been used7,14, they
have not been included in the present system. The
balance itself can dissipate the oscillatory motions in
-5
PPT shot
less than three minutes, as shown in figure 2. This
value can be considered acceptable because of the
inherently simplicity of the measurement system.
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Finally even if the estimation of the error in Ibit
time, s
measurement is essential for the development of a
thrust balance, few authors10-11 have presented all the
Figure 2. Natural balance damping after a PPT shot
details and the assumptions used for the error
quantification. In this paper, the analysis of the sources of disturbance, the most convenient methods of
measurements and the details of the error estimation are reported for the first time for this type of balance.

II.

The experimental apparatus

A. The vacuum chamber
The vacuum facility used to replicate the space environment consists of a 0.6 m diameter by 1.2 m long chamber.
Vacuum pumping is achieved with a water-cooled turbo molecular pump (Pfeiffer Balzers TPH 2200) backed by a
rotary vane pump (Edwards E2M80). Vacuum pressure is monitored with a Balzers TPG251 pressure gauge
package. During the tests, the chamber pressure has always been maintained below 1.0 × 10-5 mbar.
B. The thrust balance
The balance consists of a horizontal pendulum arrangement with the thruster mounted on one end of the arm and a
counterbalance on the other. The balance is symmetrical with respect to the arm rotation axis with the counterweight
and the thruster positioned at the same distance from the central rotating pivot, as shown in figure 3.
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Figure 1. Thrust stand schematic (not in scale)
This will eliminate the error due to gravity effects. All the parts are made out of 6068-T6 aluminium alloy except for
the centre pillar that is made out of 302 grade stainless steel. The pillar is mounted through the centre of rotation and
in between the two pivots going through the whole of the arm. The balance arm has a rectangular section (50 x 75
mm) and an overall length of 550 mm.
Two stainless steel flexural pivots from Riverhawk Co. (5016-600 model) have been chosen for this balance. They
are used to constrain the arm so it only has one degree of freedom. They have very low friction and virtually no
hysteresis at the rotations expected during normal operation16. This makes them more desirable than conventional
ball bearings and magnetic bearings, as flexural pivots are elastic elements easily designed, they do not require a
control system for stability, they are vacuum compatible and their low cost is a significant advantage. Their nominal
spring constant value is 0.7334 Nm/rad.
Three cables, fixed on the top surface of the balance arm, are used to feed the PPT providing the voltage to apply
to its capacitor bank and to trigger the main discharge2. These cables affect the value of the balance torsional elastic
constant (further details in section 3.2.2) whereas their influence in term of total momentum of inertia about the
rotational axis is negligible being the ratio between the balance arm and the cables momenta of inertia < 0.1%.
C. The displacement sensor
The displacement of the balance arm around the axis of rotation is measured with a fibre optic linear
displacement sensor. These kinds of sensors have previously been used for measuring thrust balance arm
displacement8, 17.
For this balance the DB63 fibre-optic sensors from Philtec Inc. in the US have been selected 18. This sensor sends out
a LED signal through a fibre-optic cable to the cable head pointed at the target. Then a second cable running parallel
to the input one is used to measure the amount of the signal that is reflected. From this, the distance between the
sensor head and the target can be calculated to high accuracies. Once calibrated adjusting the gain on the sensor
controller, the sensor shows an optical peak at about 150 m, corresponding to the distance between the target and
the sensor head when the maximum reflectance is measured. The sensor can be operated on either side of this peak,
near-side for closer operation (from 0 m to 150 m) or far-side for larger distances (from 150 m up to 3 mm). As
the expected balance displacement has the order of magnitude of few micrometres, near-side configuration has been
chosen to perform the measurement. This configuration yields the highest possible sensor resolution of about 50 nm.
The sensor output is between 0 and 5 V and it is acquired and displayed by a Tektronix DPO3014 oscilloscope.
The sensor head is mounted pointing at the arm and placed at about 40 m from the balance arm in order for it to
work in the center of the calibration curve linear region (shown in figure 4). To adjust the sensor head position a
sliding micrometer screw from Standa Ltd (9S75M micrometer screw with a resolution of 2.5 m mounted into a
7T67V-25 linear stage) has been chosen.
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Figure 2. Optical displacement sensor characteristic. Near-side configuration.

III.

Performances

D. Impulse bit measurement
Being a torsional pendulum, the balance can only detect the force component perpendicular to the balance arm
and to the rotational axis. If the thruster is not aligned, the parallel thrust component will not be detected. The PPT is
mounted on the balance with the misalignment angle < 1˚. In this condition the parallel thrust component
proportional to the sine of this angle is negligible. Thus assuming that the thrust is perpendicular to the balance arm,
the dynamics of a torsional balance are described by the harmonic oscillator equation

J(t )  (t )  k (t )  rthT (t )

(1)

where  is the angular displacement, J is the total momentum of inertia about the rotational axis,  is the damping
coefficient, k is the total torsional elastic constant, and T(t) is the applied thrust at the distance rth from the rotational
axis (figure 5). If tshot is the PPT discharge time the thrust can be modeled 11 as

T 0  t  t shot
T (t )  
0 t  t shot

(2)

Figure 3. Balance arm schematic (not in scale)

0  t  t shot and assuming that t  t nat , where tnat is the balance
natural oscillation period, it can be demonstrated19 that at t  t shot
Considering the general solution of (1) for
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Using (3) as initial values of the homogeneous differential equation (1) for

 (t ) 

rth Ibit
 
exp  
J 0
 2J

(3)

t  t shot leads to


t  sin  0 t 


(4)

where is by definition

0 

k 2

 2 f nat
J t nat

(5)

rth Ibit
J 0

(6)

From (4) the maximum amplitude max is defined as

 max 

For small angular displacements the displacement xmax measured by the optical sensor is given by

xmax  rsens sin max   rsens max

(7)

where rsens is the distance of the sensor head from the rotational axis.
Combining (5), (6) and (7) it can be obtained the following expression for the Ibit evaluation

Ibit 

2 f nat J x max
rsens rth

(8)

E. Balance characterization
According to (8), to evaluate the Ibit provided by the thruster five parameters have to be measured or calculated,
i.e. the natural frequency fnat, the total momentum of inertia J, the maximum displacement xmax measured by the
optical sensor and the distances rth and rsens from the rotational axis.
1. Natural frequency evaluation
The natural oscillation frequency fnat depends on balance arm length and cross section and on the mass and
position of the thruster that is under test and the counterweight. It is also influenced by the electrical wires fixed on
the top of the balance that feed the thruster. However fnat can be easily calculated as the peak of the Fourier
transform (FT) of the acquired displacement signal, as shown in figure 6.
This method of measurement takes into account the effects of all the possible sources of influence. It requires the
processing of the signal acquired once the balance is set in the final arrangement with the PPT and the counterweight
located on the arm tips and the electrical wires connected to the thruster.
The error on fnat measurement is proportional to the ratio between the signal sampling frequency and the number of
acquired samples20. Thus the signal is acquired using an oscilloscope with a sampling frequency of at least 25 kHz
for a time of at least 2 minutes. The uncertainty in fnat measurement has an order of magnitude of 1 mHz. As fnat has
an order of magnitude of 1 Hz, the error is < 1 % and can be considered negligible.
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Figure 4. Example of FT used to evaluate the natural oscillation frequency. In the picture fnat = 2.145 ± 0.003
Hz.

2. Moment of inertia evaluation
The total momentum of inertia J can be expressed as

J  J arm  J th  J cw

(9)

where Jarm, Jth and Jcw are respectively the momentum of inertia of the balance arm, the thruster under test and of the
counterweight. Jarm has been evaluated by adding different cylindrical weights on the balance arm and calculating
the relative natural oscillation frequency. If two weights having the same shape and size are located symmetrically
to the rotational axis, (9) can be written

J  J arm  2 J weight

(10)

where the momentum of inertia of the tested weight Jweight is known. Combining (5) and (10) it can be obtained

2 2 J weight   J arm 2  k

(11)

As  is calculated with the FT of the acquired signal, (11) is in the form of a straight line equation, where the
absolute value of the slope is Jarm and the intercept is the torsional elastic constant. The weights used for this test are
made of steel and have a cylindrical shape. Their mass has been measured with a high resolution mass balance
(Metter Toledo, model XP205, with a resolution of 10 µg), whereas their diameter and height have been measured
using a caliper (resolution 0.25 mm). The error in Jweight is hence < 1%.
Repeating the measurements changing the pair of weights and acquiring the relative , it has been possible to fit the
test results hence evaluating the balance arm momentum of inertia and torsional elastic constant (figure 7).
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Figure 5. Linear fitting results to evaluate Jarm (slope) and k (y-axis intercept). Error bars are not shown
because they would not be visible.
The values of Jarm and k and their relative uncertainties21  Jarm and k are summarized in table 1. Note that these
values take into account the mechanical influence of the electric wires fixed on the top of balance.
Table 1. Balance momentum of inertia and torsional elastic constant
Jarm (kgm2)
k (Nmrad-1)

Value (from linear fitting)
40.2E-3 ± 2.7E-3
1.550 ± 0.086

Jth and Jcw that appear in (9) and their relative uncertainties are known once the thruster to test is set on the balance
arm. Jth is a geometrical property of the thruster and the counterweight is chosen and placed on the balance arm in
order to have Jcw ≈ Jth.
3. Arm displacement evaluation
The evaluation of the maximum arm displacement xmax is obtained by fitting the ideal thrust stand response x(t)
to the real displacement signal xsens(t) acquired with the optical sensor using the standard least square method. This
strategy has previously been used by other authors11,22,23. Combining (4) and (7) it can be obtained

 
x(t )  x max exp  
 2J


t  sin t 


(12)

As shown in figure 8 the acquired data xsens(t) always include noise mainly due to background vibrations, i.e. turbo
pumps,. However the turbo molecular pump rotates at about 36000 rpm, hence inducing vibrations that have a
frequency spectrum peak at about 600 Hz. Considering the data in table 1 and typical µ-PPTs mass3 (< 400 g ), the
thrust stand has a natural oscillation frequency less than 3 Hz. In the present configuration, turbopump induced noise
doesn’t significantly affect xsens(t) (see Appendix B) and the data fitting can always be performed with a goodness
estimated in terms of R-square coefficient21, greater than 0.98. Figure 8 shows an example of the fitting of xsens(t)
using x(t) in (12) fitting.
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Figure 6. Example of acquired displacement signal (grey curve) and its best fitting (black curve): a) complete
acquire signals, b) details of fitting. R-square = 0.9986
The raw optical sensor output signal  (t) is a 0 - 5 V signal. The gap between the sensor head and the balance arm
is selected by the micrometer screw to allow the sensor to work in the linear region of its characteristic curve, as
shown in figure 4. If  is the slope of the characteristic in the linear region, the following equation can be obtained:

x sens (t )   (t )

(13)

The optical sensor is calibrated before starting the Ibit measurement by acquiring the output signal (t) at different
values of the gap between the sensor head and the balance arm. The gap is modified using a sliding micrometer
screw. From the data so obtained the linear region of the sensor characteristic is selected and fitted (figure 9) to
determine the value of  and its uncertainty  using the common equations of the statistics fitting21.
45
raw data
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Figure 7. Example of optical sensor linear region characteristic fitting.
Taking into account the sliding micrometer screw resolution (± 1.25 m) it has been found that / is typically <
4%.
The error in voltage signal  (t) acquisition is related to the resolution of the oscilloscope used for the measurement
(± 5 mV24). As the typical  (t) values are in the range between 1 and 3 V in the linear region of the sensor
characteristic, the relative error / is always ≤ 0.5 %. In the present configuration it has been chosen / = 0.5
% for a more conservative error evaluation.
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4. Sensor head and thruster distances from rotational axis
The optical sensor head is placed close to the edge of the balance arm to maximize the acquired arm displacement
according to (7). The distance rth is known once the thruster is set on the balance arm. The values of these distances
are measured with a caliper. In the present arrangement rsens = 270 ± 1 mm.
F. Error budget
The relative uncertainty in Ibit measurement is calculated as

 r
 1      rth
Ibit
 rrth

Ibit

2

2

2

  J   f nat   rrsens   x max
     
  
  
  J   f nat   rrsens   x max
2





2

(14)

It is derived by (8) as all the terms that appear in it can be independently measured and their errors are not
correlated25.
The first four terms of (14) are known once the PPT to test has been chosen and set on the balance arm with its
suitable counterweight. According to (13) the relative uncertainty in Δxmax can be express as

x max
x max

     
 
 

   
2

2

(15)

In (14) the term has been added to take into account all the unpredictable sources of disturbance, e.g.
misalignment angle and thrust vector divergence26, thus a more conservative Ibit error evaluation is achieved.
Considering all the assumptions and the reliability of the thrust stand, it has been arbitrarily chosen for a
worst case estimate of the error. Table 2 summarizes the value of all the terms in (14).

Table 2. Error budget summary.
Value (%)
0.3
rth/rth
< 0.5 a
rsens/rsens
< 0.5 a
fnat/fnat
< 7a
J/J
3.8
/
0.5
/
a
The exact value depends on the actual PPT under test
In the present configuration, the uncertainty in Ibit measurement is 8.8 %. This value is smaller than the error values
(about 15%) that characterize other impulsive torsional pendulums for -PPTs applications19, 27.

IV.

Impulse bit measurement

The present impulsive thrust balance has been used to measure the Ibit of two different -PPTs.
The first PPT is a side-fed PTFE propellant thruster for Cubesats application. It has a 1.6 F capacitor bank, a
nominal initial energy E = 2 J and an overall mass of about 120 g. At the moment, this PPT is under the final
qualification test. The previous breadboard model has been fully characterized in 2011 6 and its Ibit was measured
with a thrust balance at the University of Stuttgart27. Figure 10 shows the comparison between these results and the
qualification model performance measured with the present thrust stand. The value of Ibit evaluated with the present
thrust balance is the average of about 100 measurements uniformly performed during the first half of the PPT
lifetime test (≈ 4E5 shots) [5]. In the breadboard model, the Ibit to E ratio is about 17.0 ± 2.1 Ns/J, whereas in the
new model Ibit/E is 19.3 ± 1.5 Ns/J. The value measured using the present balance matches the previous test
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results within the relative error bars and it is in the range of the typical side-fed Ibit/E values, whose upper limit is
estimated2 in about 23Ns/J.
The second PPT that has been tested is a breech-fed PTFE propellant thruster for nano-satellites application. This
breadboard model4 has a 4 F capacitor bank, a nominal initial energy E = 5 J and an overall mass of about 300 g.
Figure 11 shows the results of the measurements performed at different initial E and the results lead to an Ibit/E =
15.9 ± 1.3 Ns/J. This is in accordance to the typical2, 28 breech-fed Ibit/E value of 16 Ns/J.
In both the examples the error in E measurements is negligible (less than 1 %).
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Figure 8. Side-fed PPT performances comparison.
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Figure 9. Breech-fed PPT Ibit measurements

V.

Conclusions

The design of a low cost torsional pendulum impulsive thrust balance has been presented. This device is essential in
the development of the -PPTs that the University of Southampton is carrying out in collaboration with Mars Space
Ltd and Clyde Space Ltd.
The uncertainty on the Ibit measurement is 8.8%. Although all the known possible sources of disturbance have been
taken into account and the reliability of the final arrangement, the error in the Ibit measurement has been arbitrarily
increased by a factor  10 % to include the unpredictable sources of error. The error that characterizes the present
balance is smaller than the typical error budgets of other balances for -PPTs applications19, 27. However, even the
unrealistic choice of a factor  100 % would still only lead to a total uncertainty of 16 %. By taking into account
all of known sources of uncertainty, it has been possible to significantly decrease the uncertainty in the measurement
of Ibit over previous measurements even allowing for unknown uncertainties. This could be of importance not only
for ground verification of thruster performance but for design to meet a given specification (for example, when
trying to meet very precise pointing requirements) or comparison with flight data.
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The thrust stand has been used to test two -PPTs with different propellant feeding system, nominal energy and
mass have been tested and the measurement results presented. The side-fed PPT for Cubesat application is
characterized by an Ibit/E = 19.3 ± 1.4 Ns/J, whereas in the breech-fed PPT for nano-satellite applications it has
been found Ibit/E = 15.9 ± 1.3 Ns/J. These results match the typical values reported in the relevant literature.

Appendix. Noise analysis
Acquired data are always affected by the mechanical noise induced on the balance by background vibrations, i.e.
turbo pumps. In this case, considering (5), the dynamics of a torsional balance can be express in term of arm
displacement x(t) by the following equation:

x(t )  2 x (t )   02 x(t ) 

rsens
N (t )
J

(B.1)

where N(t) is the torque induced by the vibrations and  is by definition

 



(B.2)

2J

Performing the Laplace transform to (B.1) and taking into account the initial conditions of the problem reported in
(3), the following equation can be evaluated:

X (s)  H (s) N (s)  H (s)rth Ibit  X N (s)  X sol (s)

(B.3)

where the balance transfer function H(s), shown in figure B1, is given by:

rsens

H (s) 

J
s  2 s   02

(B.4)

2

Phase, deg

Magnitude, dB

For (B.3) the solution X(s) consists of two terms: XN(s) which is due to the noise and Xsol(s) which is the ideal
solution. Note that the inverse Laplace transform of the latter term is equivalent to (12).
Since (B.1) and the Laplace transform operator are linear, the effect of the noise can be analysed considering only
the term XN(s).
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Figure B1. Balance Bode diagrams ( = 0.0145 s-1 and 0 = 13.44 rad s-1).
The displacement sensor has been used to acquire the arm displacement xN(t) only due the vibrations (without any
PPT shots). For (B.3) if the FT of the xN(t) is known, it is possible to calculate the FT of the noise N(t) as follows29:
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FT [ N (t )] 

FT [ x N (t )]
H (s)

(B.5)
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Figure B2. Induced noise N(t) FT.
The FT magnitude of the induced noise is shown in figure B2. Note that it reaches the maximum at about 600 Hz
which is the rotational frequency of the pump.
Finally to quantify the order of magnitude of xN(t) and to compare this value with the ideal solution xsol(t), the root
mean square (RMS) method has been used. The noise RMS has been evaluated 10 integrating the FT of xN(t), whereas
the RMS amplitude of the ideal solution is simply calculated as the ratio between its amplitude and
because
xsol(t) is a sine wave for (12). The results are shown in figure B3. It has been found that, as the natural frequency of
the balance is about 2 Hz, the noise RSM is < 2% of the ideal RMS amplitude, depending of the actual Ibit for (8).
This justifies the reliability and the goodness of the data fitting estimated in terms of R-square (see section 3.2.3).
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Figure B3. Comparison between the inducted noise RMS and the ideal RMS amplitude (in the example Ibit = 40
Ns)
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